
AW-1710

B.Sc. Part-fi (Scmester-IV) Exrmination

MATHEMATICS
(Classical MechsDics)

Prper-VIII
Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note :-(l) Question No. I is compulsory and attempt it once only.

(2) Solve ONE question from each unit.

1. Choose the corect alternative :

(i) Each planet describes _ having the sun at onc of its foci. I

(a) An ellipse (b) A circle

(c) A hyperbola (d) None of these

(ii) If a bead is sliding along the wire then the constraint is 1

(a) Holonomic (b) Non-holonomic

(c) Superfluous (d) Nonc of thesc

(iii) For an ilverse square law, the virial theorem reduces to _. I

(a) zT = -nV (b) zT= nV

(ct 2T=V (dl 2T= V

(iv) The virtual work on a mechanical systcm by the applicd forces and reversed effective

forces is _. 1

(a) Zerc (b) One

(c) Negative (d) None of these

(v) Thc shortest distancc between two points in a space is _. 1

(a) A circle (b) A straight line

(c) An cllipse (d) A parabola

(vi) If I1 is the Hamiltonian of thc system then a generalized coordinate qi is said to be

cyclic if _.
AH^AH

tu) &i ' ,b) q'
dH AH, _-n ,,. "" <0(ct Aq. " (d) 

aqr

(vii) A square matfix A is said to bc orthogonal if _.
(a) A = Ar (b) Ar : A-r
(c) A=A, (d) None ofthesc
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(riii) The general ,lisplacement ol a rigid body wilh __ poirt fixed is a rotation about

some axis. I

(a) One (b) 'two

(c) Threc (d) \ore of these

(ix) 'lhe surn of th€ finite rotations dopends on the _ of the rotation. I

(a) De$ee (b) Ordcr

(c) Both D:gree and Order (d) \onc of these

(x) A particle noving in a space has _ degrees ol'Aecdom. I

(a) One (b) Tuo

(c) 'l h.ree (d) Forrr

tINIT.I
(a) Derivc the l,agrange's equations of molion ir the form :

/\
119l I !t -o,i=r,2, ,narlfr I &,

for conservirtive systcm from D'Alembert's l,nnciple. 6

(b) A bead is sliding on a uniformll' rotating ['ire in a force-frcc space, then show that the

acceleration of the bead is i=rw2. where w is the angular velocity of rotation. 4

(p) Two particl :s of masses m, and m, are connecred by a light inextensible string which

passes ovfi a small smooth fired pullcy. If m, :, m,, then show that the common

accelcratior of the particles is
(,nr - Ir,
(ml + rn, )

l

4. (a)

(q)

(b.

Obtain the equations of motion of a simple ,cndulum by using D'Alemberl's
principle. 5

UNIT-II
l'or a cental forcc field. show that Kepler's src<-rnd law is a consequcnce of the

conservaticn of angular momcntum. 5

Prove that ithc potential energ)'is a homogcncoLs lunction ofdegrec -l in the radius

veclor !, hen tho molion ofa conservalve system takes place in a finite region of

space only if the total cncrgy is negalive. 5

Prove that in a ccntral force field lhe arcal velocit) is conserved. 5

Sho\r that if a particle describes a circular orbit under the inllueoce of an attractive

central for:e directed towards point on the circle, then the force varies as the inversc

fifth powcr of the distance. 5

(pl

(q)
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UNIT-III

defined in the space c,[0, l] is continuous on the funation yo(x) = x in thc sense of first

order proximity. 5

(b) Find the extremals of lly(x)l= 92+y2+2ye*1dx

7. (p) Find thc extremals of the functional

I

Ily(x)l= 
J 

(2y(x) + y'(x) ldx
0

I.(

5

b

i

ld*

(q) Writc down the F,uler-Ostrogradsky equation for the functional :

I)x(vrl

Az

Ax
rr,<,., rlr = i1{(

2
5Y"2 + x26r'

Az
.l

5
+ i2zl(x, y) dx dy

Ay

8 (a)

(b)

(q)

(q)

UNIT_IV
Show that H;milton's principle can be derived ftom D'Alembert's principle. 5

Definc Hamiltonian H. De ve the llamilton's equations for the Hamiltonian H ofthe
system. 1+4

Dcducc the Hamilton's equations of motion of a particle of mass m in Cartesial

coordinates (x, y, z). 5

Define Routhian, prove that a cyclic coordinate will not occur in the

Routhian R. I+4

UNIT-V
Provc that if A is any 2 x 2 orthogonal matrix with determinant I A | = l, then A is a

rotation matrix. 5

Define infinitesimal rotation. Prove that infinitesimal rotatioDs commute. l+4

Show that two complex eigenvalues of an orthogonal matrix representing a prcper

rctation are e'(, wherc 0 is the angle of rotation. 5

Provc that the general displacement of a rigid body with one point fixed is a rotation

about some axis. 5

e. (p)

10. (a)

(b)

ll. (p)
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AW-l709

B.Sc. Part-II (Semester-IV) Examination

MATHEMATICS

(Modern Algebra : Groups and Rings)

Paper-VII
Timc : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks

Note :-(l) Question No. 1 is compulsory and attempt it once only.

(2) Solve ONE question from each unit.

1. Choose the corect altemalives (l mark each) :

(i) Every transposition is an :

(a) Odd permutation (b) Even permutation

(c) Both odd and even (d) None of these

(ii) If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G, then :

(a) 0(H) + 0(G) (b) 0(H) - 0(G)

(c) 0(G)/0(H) (d) 0(HY0(G)

(iii) Every cyclic group is :

(a) Abelian (b) Non-abelian

(c) Cyclic (d) Infinite cyclic

(iv) Thc order of the identity elemert e of any group C is :

(a) 0 (b) 1

(c) 2 (d) 3

(v) If f be a homomorphism of a group G onto G' with Kemel K, then G' is :

(a) isomorphic to G/K (b) isomorphic to K,/G

(c) isomorphic to G (d) isomorphic to K

(vi) A homomorphism of a group C into itself is :

(a) Non-homomorphism (b) Isomorphism

(c) Endomorphism (d) None of these

(vii;1he intersection of t\\o subrings is a :

(a) Division ring (b) Subring

(c) Not subring (d) None of these

(viii) A finire integral domain is a :

(a) Field (b) Prime held

(c) Sub field tdr Proper field

10

60
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(ix)

(x)

2. (:a)

(b)

(c)

3. (p)

(q)

G)

'1. (a)

(b)

(c)

5. (p)

(q)

(r)

6. (a)

'lhc interscclion ol lt\o lrli i(lerls ol lt is :

(a) A left idcal of R (b) A right ideal of R

(c) Both lcii and right ideal oi R (d) None of these

II-U is an idcal of a rin! R \,ith unit) I arld I € [l then :

(a) U=M (b) Lr -R
(c) U+M (d) LI *R

UNIT I
Show that if every eiement o1 thc group G is its own inverse, then G is abelian. 4

Show thai the inlcrscction ol'ittrr) t$o subgroups of a group G is a subgroup of G 3

Show that an1,two distinrt c!cles ol a permutalion ofa finite set are disjoint. 3

Provc that the system iC. ) is an abelian group; with ri)spect to '+': where

C={xlx=a+b!5.a.beQi .l

lfG is a group. then prole rhat(ab)r= b:a.'wa, b e G 3

Prove that evcry cyclic group is abelian. 3

UNIT-II
If G is a finilc group an(l a e G then prove that 0(a) r 0(G). 4

Show that cvcry subgrou r oi an ahelian group is normal. 3

Shaw that if G is abelran then the quorrent group ('r,N is also acelian. Is rts converse

truc ? l
A subgloup N ol G is a normal subgroup of G iff the product o'two right coset of N
in G is again a right cos(:t of N in C. Prove this. 4

II N is a normal subgroup ol (i and I[ is an.v subgroup of G, th,:n prove that NH is a

subgroup of C. 3

IiG = {1, 1, i, il and N - [l. -l], then show that N is a n< rmal subgroup of the

multiplicative group (i. AIso find thc quoticnt group GiN. 3

UNIT-III
Prove tha,. a homomorphism S ofG into G rvith kernel Kn is an i romoiphism ofG into

G' if and only if K. = {cl. rvl,ere e is identity of G
(b) Il M, N are normal subgroups oi G, then prove that :

NMN
lt{ N^M

(p) ll { is a homomorphisnr of (i into G \\'ith kemel K, then pro\e that K is a normal

subgroup of G. 5

(q) LetGbeany group, g a fired element in G lf{:G -+ G defined by {(x) = gxgL. then

prove that 6 is an isomorphisr:r of G onto G 5

)
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8. (a)

(b)

e. (p)

I0. (a)

(b)

I l. (p)

(q)

UNIT_IV

Dcfine ;

(i) Integral domain

(ii) Field.

Prove that a field is an integral domain, but the converse is not true. 2+3

Prove that the characteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a prime

number. 5

Detine commutativc ring and prove thrt a ring R is commutative if and only if:
(a + b), = a, + 2ab + br. If4

Prove that a non-empty subset S of a rirg R is a subring of R if and only if
x y,xy€Swx,yes. 5

UNIT_V

lf R be a ring \rith unit elements and R not necessarily commutative such that the only
right ideals of R are {0} and R, then prove thal R is a division ring. 5

If U is an ideal of a ring R, then prove that R{J is E homomorphic image of R. 5

lf U and V are ideals of a ring R, then prove that :

(i) U n V is an ideal of R

(ii) U .\ V is the largest ideal that is contained in both U and V 5

LetU={l9nIn e Z} be an ideal ofthe ng of integers Z and,! be an idealofz
with U c V c Z. Prove that V = U orV = Zi.e. U is a marimal ideal ofZ. 5

l 515YBC 15280





AU-r05

B-Sc. Prrt-U (SGEester-IV) Eramiution
MATIIEMATICS

Paper-Vll
(Classical Mechanics)

Time : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 60

Note :-(l) Question No. I is compulsory and attcmpt it once only.

(2) Solve arr? qucstion from each unit.

l. Choose the corect altemative :

(i) If the equation of constraini varies with time, then it is called as :

(a) Holonomic constraint

(b) Stationary or sclcronomous conshaint

(c) Moving or Rheonomous consuaint

(d) None of lhese I

(ii) The polar equation of a conic section is

_=l+ecos(6_00)
r

where I is its semi lotus rectum and e is ecccntricily.

If e < 1, then conic represents _.
(a) Hyperbola (b) Pambola

(c) Circlc (d) Ellipse I

(iii) If the function f(x) has maximurn or minimum value at some point x = xo, thcn the

point x - xo is callcd as _.
(a) Stationary point (b) Critical point

(c) Extremum point (d) None of these I

VOX_35?9E r (Conrd.)



(iv) The shortcsl distance between two points in a space is _.
(a) A circlc (b) A straight line
(c) An cuipse (d) A parabola 1

(v) Functions y(x) for which 6l[y(x)] = 0 arc called _.
(a) Admissible functions (b) Absolute functions
(c) Stationary t'unctions (d) None ol'these I

(vi) H is the Hamiltonian ofthe system thcn a gen€rzrlized coordinate qi is said to be cyclic

if

(a)
,H
6qr

(b)
AH

->0&r

("r +=o' oq,

AH
rd) ^ <0' oq,

(vii) If a 3x3 matrix A is a rotation matrix, then A is orthogonal and __.
(a) iA:O (b) Ar+l
(c) A I = I (d) None of these I

(viii) Thc number o[ degrces of freedom for a motion of a particle along a staight line are

(a) o

(c\ 2

(b) I
(d) 3

(ix) If H is the tlamillonian of the system -d p, = # is the generalized momentum

I

associated with gencralized coordinate q,, then the Hamilton's equations are _
aH al aH &t

(b) ap, er, * =Pi

aH aH aH atl
(c) a=q,. aq= pr (d) ae,=-q,, aq=-e,

(x) F'or a particlc moving under a ceDtral force such that V = ki"-r. the virial

reduces to __.
(a) Tr(n'lrv (b) f -rn t)V

(c) 2T=(n l)V (d) 2T=(n+l)V

lar ^ =q, - =P,.p .q,

2

I

theorem

I

(contd.)vox 35?98
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2. (a) Derive the l-agrange's equations of motion io the form *(#)- # = ,, , = ,, ,

UNIT-I

for conservative system from flAlembert's principte. 6

(b) Construct a Lagrangian fbr a sphe cal pendulum and obtain the Lagrange's equations

of motion. 4

OR

(p) Us€ D'Alembcrt's principle to obtain the equations of motion of a simple p€ndulum.

5

(q) Two particlcs of masses m, and m2 are connected by a light inextensible string which

passes over a small smooth fixed pulley. If m, > 15, then show that the common

(m -m )
acceleration ol the particles is (mr +mg) 5

4 (a)

(b)

(p)

(s)

UNIT-II
State and provc Virial theorem. l+4

Sho,rr' that if a particle describes a circular orbit under the influence of an attractive

central lbrce dircctcd towards point on the circle then th€ force varies as the inverse

fifth power of thc distance. 5

OR

Prove that in a central force field, rhe aresl velocity is conserved. 5

Prove thar if the potential energ) is a homogeneous function of degree I in the radius

vector ii, thcn thc motion ofa conservative system takes place in a finitc region of

space only if the total energy is negative. 5

UNIT_III

5

6. (a) Find the extremals of I[y(x)] : Iy']+y"+2ye']dx.i 5

vox-i5798 3 (Contd.)
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(b) Show thal thc l'unctional

defined in thc space C,[0, l] is continuous on the function %(x) = x in the sense of
first order proximity. 5

OR

Prove that ifx does not occur explicitly in F then, FyJ' F = constant. 5

Find the extremals of the functional :

I tv(

I

x)l : J I2v(x) + v',(x)dx
0

7 (p)

(q)

rty(x)l : JG "Y'2-e*Y2;dx 5

8. (a)

0

TINIT-IV
Obtain the Hamillonian and then deduce the equations of motion for a simple pendulum.

Show thal thc Ilamiltonian of the system is the total energy and also the constant of
motion. 6

A particle moves on a smooth surface under gravity. Use Hamilton's principle to show
that the equalions of motion are :

ji=y=0,2=-g
where the vertical is taken alolg the z-axis. 4

OR
Define : Hamillonian H. Derive the Hamilton's equations or the canonical equations of
Hamilton. I '4

Use Hamilton's principle to find the equations of motion of a particle olmass moving

in space in a conservative force field F. 5

UNIT_V
Describe the frame rotation and obtain the rotation matrix. 5

If Ar = I + e r and Ar = l + er bc t!r,o infinitesimal rotations, thcn prove that infi nitesimal

rotations commutc. 5

OR

Prove that if :\ is any 2x2 orthogonal matrix with determinant I A : l, then A is a

rolalion malrix. 5

IfA=I+ e. thcn provc that thc invcrse rotation mat xisA':I- e. 5

e. (p)

(b)

(q)

(q)

10. (a)

(b)

. b)

1vox-35798 '7',75
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B.Sc. (Pert-I! Scmester-IV Exrmirstioo

MATIIEMATICS

(Chssical Mechanics)

Paper-VI
Time: Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks:60

Note :- Question No. I is compulsory and attempt it once only and solvc ONE question

from each unit.

1 Choose the correct altemativc (l mark each) : l0

(i) For an inversc squarc law, the virial theorem reduces to _.
1a) 2T=-nV (b) zT=nV

(c) 2T-V (d) 2i=-V
(ii) The shortest distance betwe€n two points in space is _.

(a) A straight line (b) An ellipse

(c) A parabola (d) A circle

(iii) A bead sliding along the wire. Thc constraint is _.
(a) Holonomic (b) Non-holonomic

(c) Superfluous (d) None of these

(iv) The square of the periodic time ofthe planet is proportional to the _of the major

axis of irs orbit.

(a) Square (b) Cube

(c) Not both (a) and (b) (d) None of these

(v) A variable quantity whose value is determined by one or more than one function is

called _.
(a) An extremum (b) A point of inflection

(c) A functional (d) None of these

(vi) The founder of the calculus of variations is _.
(a) Lagrarge (b) l,€ibnitz

(c) l. Bemoulli (d) Euler

AH(riitlfq is cvclic. then . =-qi

(a) I (b) -l
(c) 0 (d) None of these

wPZ-33s4 I (Contd.)



(viii)|or a singlc particle system, the least action principle yield 

-I 2m(H+V)ds=0(a) A 2m(H V)ds=0 (b) 
^

(c) A nr(H - V) ds =0 (d) Nonc of these

(ix)

(x)

2. (a)

(bl

3. (p)

(q)

4. (a)

(b)

5. (p)

./\ finite rotation can not be representcd by 

-.
(a) Doublc vcctor (b) Triple vector

(c) A single vector (d) None of these

lnfinitesimal rotation holds 

-.
(a) Commutativity (b) Not Commutativity

(r) Distributivig (d) None ofthese
UNIT-I

Prove virtual work on a mechanical system (for which the net vinual work of the

lbrces of constraint vanishcs) by the applied fotces and the reversed effective forces

is zero. 5

Derive rhe Lagrangc's equation of motion in the form * [+l- + = O; for a syslem
drldq, I dqi

u,hich is partly conservative. 5

Discuss thc molion of a particle in a plane by using polar cooidinates. 5

ll L is a Lagrangian for a system of 'n' degree of freedom satisfying La$ange's

equations, show b) direct substitution thar t'=L.4I. F = Fiqr,......qt) also satishes
att

l-agrange s equations \r'here F is any arbitrary but differentiable function ofits argument.

5

UNIT-II
Prove lor a centml force tield F. the path of a particle of mass m is given by

d2u m Jll I:,: fu= -::=Fl -l.u-. 5
d6r hrur lul r

Prove.that for a particle moving under a central force such that V = kt'*', the virial

lheorem reduces to 2T = (n + l)V . 5

Provc the followin!. rulalions :

(il

(ii) $={,,+

,= i+
,o

dr

r_I
0

h

nr
3+3

(q) Prcve that in a cenlral force field, the areal velocity is conservcd

wPZ i354 2
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UNTT_III

6. (a) F'ind the extremals of the functional :

Ilv(x)l=
lo82

J{" 
-r'' 

"*r') 
a, 5

0

7

(b)

(p)

Iind the shortest curve joining thc points (x1, y,) and (x,, y,) in a plane. 5

I)eflnc the nrr' order distancc. Find the second order distance between thc cqrvcs
y = --cos x and y, : x on [0, /3]. l+4

F(x, ),. y')dx where the end points are fixed. isj
ex(rcmum if y satisfies the differcntial cquation F

d
Ydx 5

8. (r)

UNIT-IV
Obtain Hamilton Equations. Prove that if a generalised co-ordinale does not anperr irl
H, then the corresponding conjugate momentum is conscrvcd. 2+2

Derive Lagrange's equations for nonholonomic conservative system- 6

Derive the llamilton's equations from variational principle. 5

Construct thc Routhian in spherical polar coordinates for a particlc movirtg in spece

under the action ofa conscrvative force field. 5

UNIT-V
Prove that thc change in the components ofa veclor under the infinitesimal transformation

of lhe coordinate system is given by di=ixd[. 5

IfA is any 2 * 2 orthogonal matrix with determinant ]A | = l. thcn prove that A is a

rotation matrix. 5

Dcfine infinitesimal rotation. Prove that Infinilesimal rotation matrix € is antisvmmetric.
5

Show that the anglc of rotation Q is given in tcrms of Eulerian angles by :

6er
cosr_cos_.cos_(0 | v) 5:22

9

(b)

(p)

(q)

10. (a)

(b)

11. (p)

(q)

lwPz 1354 525

(q) Prove thal the tunctional lty(x)l=





AS-1426

I].Sc. (Part-lI) Scmcstcr-Mxamination
MAIIIDMAI'ICS (Ncw)

(Classical Mcchanics)

I'apcr-VIII
limc : 'l hrcc llours| [Maximum Marks : 60

Notc : Qr.rcstion No. I is compulsory and attcmpt it once o y and solve ONE qugstion from

cach unit.

Choosc thc corlccl alternative: (l mark each):- l0
(i) Iiach planct descdbes

(a) An cllipse

(c) A hlpcrbola

(a) Larger

(c) Ihual

(v) Ilamilton's I'lquation is di=

having thc sun in one ofits foci.

(b) A circlc

(d) None ofthcsc

(b) Smallct

(d) None of thesc

(r)

(ii) In a cc ral force ficld, thc areal vclocily is

(a) Not coDstant O) Not comerved

(c) Conscrvcd (d) None ofthese

(iii) 'l'hc maximum poid and thc minimum point of a fulction f(x) arc called the

(a) Exftrnum (b) Funaional

(c) Continuity ofa functional (d) None oflhcsc

(iv) If two curvcs arc closed in thc sense of k'h order proximity, then they are close in lhe sense

of order proximity.

AHatl
(a) ai

6'I Irc) E

vlM 14194

(d) None ofthese

(Co d.)



(vi) Ifa gcnemlised c+ordinate does mt appear in Hr then the corrclpondjng conjugate momentum

ls

(a) Conscwcd

(c) Not constant

G) Not conserved

(d) None ofthese

(vii) thc shortcst distance bctween two points in a plane is

(a) A straight line O) An ellipse

(c) A parabola (d) A circle

(viii) lf q, arc the generalised coordinates and tho constraints are holonomic, then

iiq, arc __
(a) 7,erc (b) L4uivalent

(c) I)cpendent (d) Indepcndent

(ix) 'ltc sum of thc finite rotation dcpends on the _ of the rotation.

(a) l)cgree (b) Older

(c) Degrce and order (d) None ofthese

(x) 'lhc geno,-al displaccment of a rigid body with _ point fixed i! a rotation about somc

(a) Onc O) Two

(c) lllrcc (d) None ofthesc

LNIT-I
2. (a) Show that thc shortest distance betwcen two points in a plane is a stright linc. 5

(b) Find the l-agrangian for the syslem consisting ofa simple pendulum ofmass m/ with mass

mr at thc point of support which can move on a horizontal line lying rn the plane in which

m2 movcs' 5

3. (p) Iwo panicles ofmasses mr and rnz arE connected by a light inextensiblc string u'hich passes

over a small smooth fixed pulley. If m, > m}, thcn show that the common accleration of

particles is (mr m,)e/(mr tm,). 5

(q) State and prove D'Alemberts principle. 5

2vt14 -t4194 (Conid.)



4

5

(a)

(b)

UNIT_II
Derivc thc differcntial equation for thc orbit ofa particle in a central force field. 5

Provc that thc squarc ofthe pcriodic timc ofthc planet is proportional to the cube ofthe
major axis ofits orbit. 5

Provc thal in a ccntral lorce ficld, the areal velocity is conscrved. 5

A particle movcs on a cuNc r. = a" cos n 0 under thc influence ofa central forca ficld. Find

thc law of force- 5

UNII'-III
6. (a) Show that thc functional

*r .,[t * yf *) a,.

dcfincd on the sel ol functions y(x) e c [0, l] is continuous on the function yo(x) = x'? in the

sensc oi-zcroth ordcr proximity. 5

(b) l:ind thc cxtrcmal of thc i.[rctional

(p)

(q)

I

(,.)t =l
0

t)

ILy(x)l 
I(480y

I

l
)dx

Iy(0) 0. y( l)=;.y'(0)=0.y'( l)=-2,y!(0)=0,y'(-l)=E. 5

(p) Provc that ifx does not occur explicitly in F, then Fy y'- F = corstanl. 6

(q) Irind thc distance betwcen thc curves

y(x) - xe -, y,(x) = 0 on [0,2]. 4

IJI\IIT_TV
(a) Statc thc llamilton's principle. Prove that Hamilton principle is a necessary and sufficient

condition for I-agranges equations. 5

(b) Discuss thc Routh's procedure. 5

dH a -aL9. (p) (,) I'rovc thal dr - a = A .

(ii) Provc thal A cyclic co-ordinate will be abscd in Hamiltonian

(q) Givc $c physical significance of H.

vrM 14t94 3
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10. (a)

(b)

11. (p)

(q)

UNIT-V
Definc Infinitisimal rotation. Prove that ifA = t + € , lhen thc inversc rotation matrix

Ar = I - €. 4

Prove that the general displacement ofa rigid body with one point fixed is a rotation about

some axis. 6

Dcfine Fiulcrian Anglc. 2

Prove that thc changc in the componclts ofa vector under the intidtesimal transformation

ofthc coordinate system is given by

di=ixdri. 4

Show that the two complex eigcl values of an orthogonal matrix representing a propcr
rotat on are e"., where 0 is the angle of rotation. 4

vIM 14194 1050



AT-350

B.Sc. (PrrtlI) Semester-Mramination

MATIIEMATICS (NEW)

(Classical Mechrnics)

Paper-VIII

l ime I lhree Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 60

Note :- Question No. I is compulsory and attempt it once only and solve ONE question from
each unit.

l- Choose the correct altemalive (l mark each) : l0
(l) Ihe vinual work on a mechaoical system by the applied forces and reversed eflective

lorces is:
(a\ Zero (b) One

(c) Ncgalive (d) None of these

. dI,I{l) ll q, rs cyclrc, then 
-=oq'

(a) 0 (b) I
(c) I (d) None of these

(3) A panicle moving in space has _ degrees of freedom.

(a) Onc (b) Two

(c) 'Ihree (d) Four

(4) A cyclic co-ordinate will be _ in Hamiltonian.
(a) Present (b) Absent

(c) Appear (d) None of these

(5) In a central force field, the angular momentum ofa particle remains :

(a) Imaginary (b) Zero

(c) Real (d) Constant

(6) For a particle moving under a central force such that V: Kr".r, the virial theorem reduces
to:

(b) 2l'= (n + l) v
(d) 2T =-(n + l)V

(a) 2'I = nv

(c) 2T=V

uN\t' 24751 (Conrd )



2. (a)

(7) A stationary point of the function f(x) includes _.
(a) a maximum point (b) a minimum point

(c) a point of inflection (d) all of these

(8) 'lwo cunes rvhich are close in the sense of 3'd order proximily nccessarily not be close in

lhe sense of order proximity.

(a) 0'n (b) l'
(.) 2"0 (d) 4*

(9) 'Ihe general displacement of a rigid body with __ poinl llxed is a rotation about some

( l0)

axt s.

(a) One (b) Two

(c) Three (d) None of these

rotation do not commute.

(a) Infinite (b) Finite

(() Counlchle (d) None of lhcsc

UNIT_I

l)erive the I-agranges equations ol motion for conservalive syslem ftom D'Alembcns
principle. 6

!ind the equalions of motion for a particle moving in space by using Cartesian
r.:oordinale. 4

Construct a Lagrangian for a spherical pcndulum and th€n obtain thc Lagrange's equations

of motion. 5

Show that thc shortcst distance between two points in a plane is a straight line. 5

tJNll _
State and prcve the virial theorem oflhe systcm. l+4

Derive the differential equation for the orbit of a particle in a ccnlral force field. 5

Show that if a particlc describes a circular orbit under the influence of an attractive central

force directed towards point on the circlc then the force varies as the inverse fifth power

of the distance. 5

l)erive the equation ol a path ofa panicle in a central lorce licld in thc form I

.r. (n)

(bl

(q)

-+

a

(a)

(b)

(p)

(q)

0={o + *ti# 5
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UNIT-III

6. (a) Prove that the functional Ily(x)l= F(x, y, y') dx where the end points are fixed, is extremum

\]

J

it') salrsties the di[lcrcntial equalion F, *t, =O' dx'
(b) Delinc Nri order distance between curve. Find the distance between the curvcs :

y(x) '- x e', y,(x) = 0 on [0, 2].

5

l+4

7. (p) Show that the functional lly(x)l= {2y(x)+ y'(x)}dx defined in the space c,[0, lj is

coDtinuous on the function y,,(x) : x in the sense of first order proximity.

?a

(q) lind thc extrcmals ofthe fiuctional I[y]=
J tr'' - r') a* ftat sarisfies rhe bowdary condirions
0

)r0).- l. y(2,r) -- L

UNIT-IV
(a) State and prove leasl action principle.
(b) Statc Hamilton's principle. Prove that :

dH AH EL

dl aa
9. (p) Prove that A cyclic co-ordinate will not occur in the Routhian R, 5

(q) Use Hamilton's p nciple to find the equations of motion ofa parlicle ofmass moving in

spacc in a conservative force field F. s

UNIT_V

10. (a) Statc and provc Euler's theorem.

(b) Define infinitesimal rotation. Sho$ that infinitesimal rotatio[s commute

11. (p) Prove that I

(i) If A=I t e, then the inversc rolation mat xAr=I-e.
(ii) Iniiniteslmal rolation malrix c is antisymmetric

(q) I'rove that a rotation matrix A is orthogonal.

I

J
0

5

)

5I

)

6

4

3

3

4

uNw 21751 525





B.Sc, (Parr-Il) Scmester-MxaBinetion
MATHEMATICS (NEW)

(Mod€rtr Algebra : Groups and Riogs)

Paper-VII

Time : Three Hoursl

Note :-(l) Question No. I is compulsory and attcmpt it once only

(2) Solve ONE question ftom each unit.

Choose the correct altehative (l mark each) :

G) The identity permutatio[ is :

(a) Even (b) Odd

(c) Even and odd (d) None ofthese

(ii) If N is a normal subgroup of a finite group q then O(C,N) is equal to

(a) o(G) . o(N) O) o(N) I o(G)
(c) O(G) lO(N) (d) None ofthcse

(ii) The product ofdisjoint cycles is :

(a) Clclic (b) Not comnutative

(c) Commutative (d) Moe of these

(iv) LetGbeagroupand leta € G if O(a) = 3 thenO(ar) is equal to:
(a) 0 (b) I
(c) 2 (d) 3

(v) A homomorphisB ofa goup into itself is :

(a) ahomomorphism @) an isomorphism

(c) anerdomorphism (d) None ofthese

(vi) Inrhg R. xr= xV x e R theD R is :

(a) Dvision riDg O) Boolea! riDg

(c) Ring with unity (d) Commutative ring

AT-3.18

[Maximum Marks : 60
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(vii) The ring M of2 x 2 matrices is :

(a) an integral domain O) rot an integral domain

(c) commutati\ering (d) None ofthese

(viii) Afl integral domain is :

(a) always a lield (b) ncver a field

(c) a field when it is finitc (d) None ofthese

(ix) A rirg which.has only trivial idcal is called :

(a) a subring (b) a proper ring

(c) a simple ring (d) None ofthese

(x) The lnt€rseclion oltwo right ideals ofa ring R is :

(a) a lefr ileal .r1 R (b) aright ideal ofR

(c) hoth lett lrl .ight ideat ofR (d) None ofthes€

I.]NIT.-I

(1, I'rove rhii . groun (i is abelian iff(ab)':= azb'?, V a, b e G

ilr l:: .. il l. i 4 5) and t, g be pcrmutations on s given by:

G)

o)

(q)

l0

:l

;)
2.\4
521

- r'i : - 4 5l (l
' 11 r s 4 2J'" [4

3

then prove that the product ofpermutations is not commutative. 4

Prove that any cyclic group is abelian. 3

Show that, a non-empty subset H of a group G is a subgroup ofG iff:

0 a,belI?ab€H.
(ii) aell-rarel{. 4

If H, and l[, are thc subgroups ofgroup G then prove that Hr n I! is also a subgoup ofG
3

Prove that thc product ofan even permutation and an odd permutation is odd. -1t)

7|f'w--2475t ii ontd.)



5. (p)

4. (a)

@)

(q)

(r)

I]NIT_II

Show that if G is abelian, then the quotient group G,4"I is also abelian. Is its convcrse

true ?Explain. 5

If H is a subgroup of G and N is a nomal subgroup of C, then show that H . N is a Normal

subgroup ofH. 5

IfG iS a finite group and ll is a subgroup of (i then prove that O(H) is a divisor ofO(G).
4

Let H be a subgroup of G If N(IO = {g € G I gHg I = H). Show tbat N(H) is a subgroup

ofG 3

Prove that N is a normal subgoup of Gif andonlyif gNgr=N Vg e G 3
. 

TNIT_III

Show that any inlinite cyglic goup is isomorphic to the additive $oup of integers. 4

LetGbe any grou! and gahxed element in G Define $: G + G b1,{(x) -- gxg r.

Prove that { is an isorrorphism ofc onto G 4

Lpt G be a goup ofnon-zero rcai numbcrs undcr multiplioation and $ : G --r G such that

O(x) = 2'V x € G the! provc that 0 is not a homomorphism, 2

IfM, N are normal subgroups ofq thcn p.or" thar W " I 5,. M N,,1 M

Show that the mapping f: C -+ R defined by (x + iy) - x is a homomorphism ofthe additive
group ofcomplex numbers onto the additive group ofreal numbers and find tbe Kemel
ofi 5

I]NIT-TV

Prove that a ring R is commutative iff(a + b)! = al+ 2ab + b'. !
Show that intersection oftwo subrings of a ring is a subring. 3

Lgt the characteristic ofthe ring R be 2 and let ab = ba V a, b e R. Then show that

(a + b)'1= a? + b'?. 3

6 (a)

(b)

j. (p)

(.)

(q)

8 (a)

(b)

(c)

luN\v- 24?5 r (Co.td.)



9. (p) Prove that every prime fietd of finite chancteristics p > 0 is isomorphic to the field ze.

(q)

4

If R is a ring with zero element 0, then for all a, b, c € R. Prove that :

@ a0=0a=0
(ii) (--8) (-b) = ab 4

Prove that a field is an integrsl domain. 2

, LINIT_V

IfU and V arc ideals ofa ring R then prov€ that U n V is the largest ideal that is contaircd

in both U and Y. 5

In a principle ideal domaii if p is prime and.p I ab then prove that p a or p i b. 5

IfU is an ideal ofthe ring R" then prove that k(J is a riog. 5

IfF is a ficld, then prove that its only idcals Ere {0) and F itselt 3

Defne Maximal ideal. 2

10. (a)

G)

(t)

11. (p)

(q)

(r)
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B,Sc. (Part-II) Semester-Mxamination
MATHf,MATICS

Paper-VlI
(Modcrn Algebra Groups and Rings)

Time : Three Hours]

Notc :-(l ) Qucstion No. I is compulsory and attempt it orce on1y.

(2) Solve ONE question from each unit.

1. Choose the correct alternativc (1 mark each) :

(i) A group having only improper normal sub$oup is called
(a) a finite group

(c) a simple group

(ii) Every subgroup ofa cyclic group is

AV-1759

[Maximum Marks : 60

10

(a) non abelian

(c) cyclic but not abelian

(iii) The identity permutation is

(a) even

(c) even and odd

(iv) Let G be a group. Then (ab)r is equal to
(a) a'b'
(c) (baf r

(v) A homomorphism oI a group into itself is
(a) a homomorphism

(c) an endomorphism

(vi) An integral domain has at least

(a) One elemenl

(c) Three element

(vii) If in aring R, x2 = x V x € R, then R is
(a) Comnlutative ring

(c) tsoolean ring

(viii) A ficld which contains no proper sublield is called

(a) Sub field

(c) Integral dornain

(i, The intersection of two left ideals of a ring R is

(a) left ideal ofR
(c) both (a) and (b)

(x) The characteristic ofa[ integra] domain is :

(a) even number

(c) prime nurnber

(b) a permutation goup
(d) None ofthese

O) clclic
(d) ab€lian but not cyclic

(b) odd

(d) even or odd

(b) b ral

(d) None ofthese

ft) an isomorphism

(d) None ofthese

(b) Two element

(d) None of these

(b) Dvision ring

(d) Rine with nnity

(b) Pnme field

(d) Division ring

o)
(d)

o)
(d)

right ideal ofR
None of these

odd number

None ofthese .

wPZ -3353 (Contd.)I



(a)

o)

(c)

(r)

UNTT-I

Prove that the set G = { 1, w' W'?} is a gloup w.r.t. multiplication

Prove that every subgtouP ofa cyclic goup is cyclic.

4

4

2
l
2

2

ltf r=f r 2 3)onae=f
\r r 2/ \

then prove that tg * g.f.

l (p) Let G be a group. Prove that a non-empty subsct H ofG is a subgroup ofG iff
a.b€H+a.brEH. 4

(q) Find whether the following permutations are even or odd : 4

(, (
I
12345
31524

t?3456
364152(ii) e

Defirp: 2

(i) Cyclic group

(ii) Order ofan elemenl ofa group.

UNIT-II
IfH is a subgroup of a group G, then prove that any two right (left) cosets ofH in G are
eithcr identical or disjoim. 5

Prove that N is a normal subgroup ofG ifand only ifgNgj -N V g e G 5

Show that ifc is abelian, then the quotient group GN is also abelian. 3

Let H be a subgroup ofG and N(H) = {C € c lgHg'' = H}. Show that H is normal in
GifiN(H):G 4

Prove that the intersection oft*'o normal subgroups ofa group is a rlolmal subgoup ofc

TINIT-III
If { is a homomorphism of G into G' with Kemel K, then prove that K is a normal subgroup
ofG 4

If { is homomorphism of a group G into a group G', then prove that :

(i) { (e) = e'and
(ii) d(x'')=(S(x))'v x e G

where e and 9' are id€ltities of G and C' respectively. 3

Let G be a group of real numbers under additio[ and 0 : G -+ G such thal
0(x) = l3x V x € Cr, theD plove that S is homomorphism. 3

If{ is homomorphism of G onto G'with Kemel K, then prove that G/K e G'. 5

Define :

(i) flomomorphimr

(ii) Kernel of hoEomorphism.

Prove that an) Kemel is non-€mpry. 2+3

4. (a)

5

(b)

(p)

(q)

(r)

(b)

(c)

6. (a)

7 (p)

(s)

WPZ 33J3 (Contd.)



8. (a)

(b)

G)

9. (p)

(q)

10. (a)

(b)

(c)

ll (P)

(q)

TJNIT_W

Prove that the intersection of any family of subrings of a ring R is a sub ring of R. 3

If inaringR, xr=x V x E R. then show that R is commutative 4

Let the characteristic of the ring R be 2 and lct ab : ba V a, b e R then show that
(a+b)?= a2+b,. 3

Pmve that Prime field ofcharacteristic zero is isomorphic to the field Q ofrational numbers.
5

Let R be a ring with a unit element, l, in which (ab)2 = 6?b1 V a, b e R. Then plove that
R is commutative. 5

UNIT-V
IfU is an ideal ofa ring R with unity I and t € U, then prove that U = R. 2

IfR is a commutative ring with a unit element and M is an ideal ofR, thcn prove that M
is a Maximal ideal of R iffRlM is a field. 5

Let R be a commutative ring wifh unity. Then plove that every maximal ideal ofR is a prime
ideal. 3

tfU is an ideal of ring R, then prove that RIU is a homomoryhic image ofR. 4

Let M be the ring of mat ces of order 2 over the field R of real numbers and

b

00{l
la,beR . Prove that U is a right ideal ofM but U is not left ideal. 3

(r) Let U = ( lgn I n € z) be an ideal of the ring of integers Z and V be an ideal of Z with
U c V c Z. Thco prove that V = U orv = Z. 3

wPZ 3153 325





B,Sc. (Part-II) Semester-Mxamination
MATHf,MATICS

Paper-VlI
(Modcrn Algebra Groups and Rings)

Time : Three Hours]

Notc :-(l ) Qucstion No. I is compulsory and attempt it orce on1y.

(2) Solve ONE question from each unit.

1. Choose the correct alternativc (1 mark each) :

(i) A group having only improper normal sub$oup is called
(a) a finite group

(c) a simple group

(ii) Every subgroup ofa cyclic group is

AV-1759

[Maximum Marks : 60

10

(a) non abelian

(c) cyclic but not abelian

(iii) The identity permutation is

(a) even

(c) even and odd

(iv) Let G be a group. Then (ab)r is equal to
(a) a'b'
(c) (baf r

(v) A homomorphism oI a group into itself is
(a) a homomorphism

(c) an endomorphism

(vi) An integral domain has at least

(a) One elemenl

(c) Three element

(vii) If in aring R, x2 = x V x € R, then R is
(a) Comnlutative ring

(c) tsoolean ring

(viii) A ficld which contains no proper sublield is called

(a) Sub field

(c) Integral dornain

(i, The intersection of two left ideals of a ring R is

(a) left ideal ofR
(c) both (a) and (b)

(x) The characteristic ofa[ integra] domain is :

(a) even number

(c) prime nurnber

(b) a permutation goup
(d) None ofthese

O) clclic
(d) ab€lian but not cyclic

(b) odd

(d) even or odd

(b) b ral

(d) None ofthese

ft) an isomorphism

(d) None ofthese

(b) Two element

(d) None of these

(b) Dvision ring

(d) Rine with nnity

(b) Pnme field

(d) Division ring

o)
(d)

o)
(d)

right ideal ofR
None of these

odd number

None ofthese .

wPZ -3353 (Contd.)I



(a)

o)

(c)

(r)

UNTT-I

Prove that the set G = { 1, w' W'?} is a gloup w.r.t. multiplication

Prove that every subgtouP ofa cyclic goup is cyclic.

4

4

2
l
2

2

ltf r=f r 2 3)onae=f
\r r 2/ \

then prove that tg * g.f.

l (p) Let G be a group. Prove that a non-empty subsct H ofG is a subgroup ofG iff
a.b€H+a.brEH. 4

(q) Find whether the following permutations are even or odd : 4

(, (
I
12345
31524

t?3456
364152(ii) e

Defirp: 2

(i) Cyclic group

(ii) Order ofan elemenl ofa group.

UNIT-II
IfH is a subgroup of a group G, then prove that any two right (left) cosets ofH in G are
eithcr identical or disjoim. 5

Prove that N is a normal subgroup ofG ifand only ifgNgj -N V g e G 5

Show that ifc is abelian, then the quotient group GN is also abelian. 3

Let H be a subgroup ofG and N(H) = {C € c lgHg'' = H}. Show that H is normal in
GifiN(H):G 4

Prove that the intersection oft*'o normal subgroups ofa group is a rlolmal subgoup ofc

TINIT-III
If { is a homomorphism of G into G' with Kemel K, then prove that K is a normal subgroup
ofG 4

If { is homomorphism of a group G into a group G', then prove that :

(i) { (e) = e'and
(ii) d(x'')=(S(x))'v x e G

where e and 9' are id€ltities of G and C' respectively. 3

Let G be a group of real numbers under additio[ and 0 : G -+ G such thal
0(x) = l3x V x € Cr, theD plove that S is homomorphism. 3

If{ is homomorphism of G onto G'with Kemel K, then prove that G/K e G'. 5

Define :

(i) flomomorphimr

(ii) Kernel of hoEomorphism.

Prove that an) Kemel is non-€mpry. 2+3

4. (a)

5

(b)

(p)

(q)

(r)

(b)

(c)

6. (a)

7 (p)

(s)

WPZ 33J3 (Contd.)



8. (a)

(b)

G)

9. (p)

(q)

10. (a)

(b)

(c)

ll (P)

(q)

TJNIT_W

Prove that the intersection of any family of subrings of a ring R is a sub ring of R. 3

If inaringR, xr=x V x E R. then show that R is commutative 4

Let the characteristic of the ring R be 2 and lct ab : ba V a, b e R then show that
(a+b)?= a2+b,. 3

Pmve that Prime field ofcharacteristic zero is isomorphic to the field Q ofrational numbers.
5

Let R be a ring with a unit element, l, in which (ab)2 = 6?b1 V a, b e R. Then plove that
R is commutative. 5

UNIT-V
IfU is an ideal ofa ring R with unity I and t € U, then prove that U = R. 2

IfR is a commutative ring with a unit element and M is an ideal ofR, thcn prove that M
is a Maximal ideal of R iffRlM is a field. 5

Let R be a commutative ring wifh unity. Then plove that every maximal ideal ofR is a prime
ideal. 3

tfU is an ideal of ring R, then prove that RIU is a homomoryhic image ofR. 4

Let M be the ring of mat ces of order 2 over the field R of real numbers and

b

00{l
la,beR . Prove that U is a right ideal ofM but U is not left ideal. 3

(r) Let U = ( lgn I n € z) be an ideal of the ring of integers Z and V be an ideal of Z with
U c V c Z. Thco prove that V = U orv = Z. 3
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B.Sc. (P.rt-II) Semestcr-Mramination

MATHEMATICS

(Modern Algebra Grcups ard RiDgE)

Papcr-VII
Time : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 60

Note :-(l) Question No. I is compulsory and attempt at once only.

(2) Solve ONE question from each unit.

1- Choose the correct altematives (l mark each) : l0

(i) A nooempty subsct H of the group G is a subgroup of G if and only if a, b e H +
(a) (ab)' € H (b) ab' e H

(c) arb' e II (d) Nonc of thcsc

(ii) The product of two even permutation is :

(a) Odd (b) Evcn

(c) Bolh odd and even (d) None of these

(iii) If c is a finilc group and N is a normal subgroup of G, then O(G,N) is equal to :

(a) o(G) . o(N) (b) o(G) + o(N)

(c) o(G) / 0(N) (d) o(c) - o(N)

(iv) The subgoup N ol' G is a normal subgroup of G iff :

(a) gN + Ng for some g e G O) eN =NCforall g e G

(c) Ng: N for somc g e G (d) gN:N forall g eG
(v) Let (G, +) be a group. Then mapping { : G + G is homomorphism if:

(a) O(a + b) : +(a) + O(b) (b) O(a . b) - 0(a) . {(b)

/a)
(c) S(a b) O(a) {(b) (d) OlbJ - o(a)/O(b)

VOx-35?97 I (Cond.)



(vi) If d be a homomorphism of group (i onto G' with Kemel K, then c' is :

(a) Isomorphic to G/K (b) lsomorphic to KrG

(c) Isomorphic to C (d) C)ne-one homomorphism

(vii) A division ng must contain at least :

(a) One element (b) Two elements

(c) Three clcmcnts (d) None of these

(viii) If in a ring R. xr : x v x e R: then R is :

(a) Comnrutative ring (b) Division ring

(c) Boolean ring (d) tung with unity

(ix) lfu is an idcal ofa ring R with unity I ard I € U then l

(a) U=. It (b) U+R
(c) U =. M (d) None of thesc

(x) A ring R has maximal ideals :

(a) If R is Iinitc

(b) If R is linite with at lcast 2 elcments

(c) Onl)'il R is finite

(d) None ol thcsc

UNIT-I
2. (c) Ii C is an ahelian tsroup. then provc that :

(ab)" = a'h" va, b E G and v integers n. 5

{b) Prove that intcrsection of any two subgroups of group is also a subgroup. 3

(c) Il'G is a group. then prove thal lor every a € (i, (a t) t = a. 2

l. (p) If G is a group in which (ab)i : ab'tbr three consccutive integers i for all a,beG
the[ prove that G is abelian. 4

(q) Prove thal every pemutation is a product of 2-cycles or transpositions. 4

(r) Prove thal lhc identity of a group (; is unique. 2
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4. (a)

UNIT-II
Prove that the subgroup N of G is a normal subgoup of c if and o y if each left coset

of N in G is a right coset of N in G 4

Let H be a subgroup of G lf N(H): {g e G / gHg'= H} then prove that N(H) is a

subg.roup of G 4

Show that if G is abelian, then the quotient group GAI is also abelian. 2

Let H be a subgroup of a group G Let for g e C1

cHg'={shC'/heH}
prove that gIIg ' is a subgroup of G 4

If G is a group and H is a subgroup of index 2 in G, prove that H is a no.mal subgroup

ofG 3

IfH is a subgroup of G and N is a llolmal subgroup of G then prove that H 
^ 

N is

a normal subgroup of H. 3

UNIT_III
lf { is a homomorphism o[ a group G inlo a group G'. then prove that :

(i) 0(e) = e'

(ii) 0(x r) -(Q(x))r vx € C

where e and e' are the unit elements of O and 0' respectivcly. 4

Prove that a homomorphism { of G into G' with Kemel K. is an isomerphism of G into

G' if and only if K. = {e}, where e = identity of G 3

Let N be a normal subgroup ofc Define the mapping 0 rG + G/N such that

0(x)=Nx,wx e G Then prove that O is a homomorphism ofG onto G/N. 3

If { be a homomorphism of G onto G' with Kernel K. Then plove that C/K::G'.
5

Let 0 be a homomorphism of G onto G' with Kemel K. Let N' be a normal subgroup

ofG'and N: {x e G / g(x) e N'}. then p.ove rhat 9=9. 5
NN'

(b)

5

(c)

(p)

6. (a)

(q)

G)

(b)

(c)

(q)

7. (p)
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8. (a)

o)

(c)

e. (p)

(q)

10. (a)

(b)

(c)

11. (p)

(q)

G)

4vox 35797 '1',]5

T'NIT-IV
Prove thal the set of units in a commutative ring with unity is a multiplicative abelian

group. 4

Let K bc a nonempty subset of a lield F. lhcn prove that K is a subfield ol l'ifand
only if x . y. xy I e K v x, y € K, y + 0. I
Define :

(i) Primc lield

(ii) fung with no zcro divisor. l+l
L€t R bc a ring with a unit element l, in which (abF = alb7,/ a, b € R. Prove that R
must be commutativc. 5

If R is a ring in which x' = x '+ x € R, then prove that R is a commutative ring of
charactcristic 2. 3+2

UNIT-V
lf U is an ideal of thc ring R, then prove that R{J is a ring. 4

Prcve that a homomorphism f of a ring R to a ring R' is an isomorphism itl'
Kerf = {0}. 4

Defrne :

(i) Trivial Ideals

(ii) Simplc Ring. 1+1

IfF is a field. then prove that its ooly ideals are {0} and F itself. 3

Lct R be a commutativc ring and P an ideal of R. Provc that the ring of residue classes

Rf is an integral domain iff P is a prime ideal. 5

If U is a lcft idcal of a ring R, then provc that U is a subring of R. 2
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MATHEMATICS (New)

(ModcrD Algebrr : Group! .trd Rilgs)

Peper-VII
'timc r Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 60

Notc :- (l) Question No. I is compulsory and attempt at once only.

(2) Solve otre question fiom cach unit.

l. Choose the correct aliernatives (l mark each) : l0
(i) The subgroup N of G is a normal subgroup of G iff :

(a) gN*Ngforsomeg e G (b) gN =Ngforallg e G
(c) Ng=N forsome ge G (d) gN =Nforallg e G

(ii) IfH is a subgoup ofa group G such that H + (e) and H +G then H is called:

(a) A t vial subgroup (b) Proper subgroup

(c) lmproper subgroup (d) None of these

(iii) The product of two odd permutations is :

(a) odd (b) Ever

(c) Both odd and ev€n (d) None of these

(iv) The identity element of the quotiert group G I H is :

(a) G (b) H

(c) GIH (d) HIG
(v) A homorphism of a group into itself is :

(a) A homomorphism (b) An isomorphism

(c) An endomorphism (d) None of thcse

(vi) Whicb of the following is not aD integral domain ?

(a) (c, +, .) (b) (Q, +, )
(c) (R, +, ) (d) (N, +, .)
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(vii) If in a ring R, xr - x Vx € R, then R is :

(a) Commutative ring (b) Division ring

(c) Boolean ring (d) Ring with unity

(viii) A field which contains Do proper subfield is called :

(a) Subfield (b) Primc field

(c) Inte$al domain (d) Division ring

(ix) l'he characteristic of I finite integral domain is :

(a) Even numb€r (b) odd number

(c) Prime number (d) None of these

(x) A ring which has only trivial ideal is called ;

(E) A subrirg O) A prop€r ring

(c) A simple ring (d) None of these

UNIT_I

2. (a) l-et G be a group then prcve that (ab)'= br a-rV a, b e (i 3

(b) Prove that every subgroup of a cyclic group is cyclic. 3

(c) Define even and odd permutstion. Explain whether the followilg permutaliol is even

fr234s5?89\
or odd I l. 4

\2s436t't98)

3. (p) Prove that the intersectior of any two subgroups of a group G is a subgroup of G
3

(q) Prove that every permutation on a Iinite set is either a cycle or it can be expressed as

a producl of disjoint cycles. 4

l-(r) Ler C=la+W2 la, beQl . Show that G is a group w.r. to addition. 3
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4. (a)

(b)

(c)

s. (p)

(q)

(r)

6. (a)

(b)

(c)

7. (p)

(q)

UNIT_II

Let H be a subgroup of a goup G and let q b, € G Then prove that Ha = Hb iff
ab-r e H. 4

Show that every subgroup of an abelian group is normal. 3

If G = {1, -1, i, -i} and N = (1, -t}, thcn show thal N is a normal subgroup ofthe
multiplicative group G Also find the quoti€nt group GlN. 3

If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of q thetl prove that O(H) is a divisor of
o(G). 4

Prove that the subgroup N of G is a normal subgoup of G ifand only if each leff coset

of N iD G is a right coset of N in G 4

Show that if G is abelian, then quoticnt Sroup GIN is also abelian. 2

UNIT_TII

Prove lhat any infinite cyclic group is isomorphic to fie additive grcup of integers.

4

lf 0 is an homomorphism of a group G into a goup G, then prcye that :

(i) t(e)=e'
(ii) Q (x r) = $(x)|r V xeG lrfiere e and e are the unit elements ofc aad G respoctively.

4

Define :

(i) Endomorphism

(ii) lsomorphism. 2

lf { be a homomorphism of G on to C' with Kemel K, then prove that C I K - G.
5

Let G is a group of noozero real numbem under multiplicatioD { : G --t G such that

O(x) = xz V xeG then prove that { is homomorphism and also find its Kemel.
3+2
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t. (a)

(b)

e. (p)

(q)

10. (8)

(b)

(c)

ll. (P)

(q)

G)

UNIT_IV

If R is a ring in which x'?= x V xeR, then prove that R is a commutative ring of
characteristic 2. 5

Let the integer n >2and,Z"= 10, 1,2, ---, n - l). Show that Z" is a commutative
ring \xifi unity under the additioD and multiplication mod n. 5

Prove that every prime field of chancteristic zero is isomorphic to the field Q of
rational numbers. 5

Prove tbat a finite integal domain is a field. 5

UNIT-V
Let R be a ring aeR and r(a) - {xeR I ax = 0). Then prcve that r(a) is a right ideal

of R. 3

If R is a commutative ring with ulity, then prove that every maximal ideal of R is a
prime ideal. 3

If U is an ideal of the ring R, then prove that R{J is a ring. 4

Lei R be a rinB. Then prove that the intersection of two left ideals of R is a lefi ideal

of R. 3

Prove thal a homomorphism f of a ring R to a ring R is an isomorphism iff Ker
f= {0}. 4

Prove that the ring of2 x 2 matrices of rationals has no ideal other than {0} and the

ring itself. 3
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